INTRODUCTION
Preapitation, particularly rain, is probably the most fundamental meteorological parameter. It is a primary determinant of the quality of human life via an entire spectrum of issues ranging from crop yields to the planning of picnics. Further, the latent heat release associated with rain Is a significant term in the energy budget of the atmosphere and thus exerts an important influence on day-today weather. The understanding and prodiction of weather and dirt:ate esquire good precipitation data. Throughout much of the world's land area there are direct measurements of rain, but these measurements are unevenly distributed and because of the highly variable character of rain, sampling problems are endemie. Over the oceans, direct rain measurements are almost non-existent. In order to arrive at global precipitation data with adequate sampling, spaceborne remote sensing techniques arc required.
A host of visible and infrared techniques (Barntt,1970 (Barntt, , 1973 All these radiometers here employ superhetrodyne receivers with no image rejection so they detect radiation over two bands separated by distances above and below the listed center frequency. GHz) radiometers arc constructed in a single unit which includes a reflector which can be moved to enable the instrument to view the atmosphere, or either of two calibration targets (heated to +70°C or coded to -30°C). The calibration accuracy of all the fixed beam radiometers is thought to be within S° and the A/C EMSR to be 10° at nadir.
Flight Lines
The beat opportunity for observing rain with this system carne on August 1 A word of caution is necessary at this point. The ice -free model worked well as a quantitative measure of rain rate and should also work for any other situation where the ice is unimportant. However, it cannot be asserted that the ice as described here is related in any clear way to the rain intensity.
The coupling between the rain rate and the ice distribution is merely a convenient way to exercise the ice particle size and density through physically reasonable ranges. It is for this reason that the abscissae -of all appropriate figures are labeled in mean radius and particle density in addition to rain rate.
In Figure 8 , the brightness temperatures resulting from this model at 19.35 GHz are presented.
Note that at this frequency there is virtually no sensitivity to the ice layer thickness at low to medium rain rates thus supportir;g the assumptions of Wilheit et al. (1977) . In Figure 9 , it can be seen that an assumed ice layer thickness of about 1 km or greater explains the low observed brightness temperatures at 92 Glir.. Similarly, Figures 11 to 13 show the effect of ice at the three frequencies neu 183 GHz. Note that the response at 183 t 9 GHz and 183 t S GHz
• is similar to the 92 GHz response in that they show a continually decreasing brigh :ne:s temperatore up to a thickness of S km but the 183 s 1.2 GHz shows no conseq !^^^^tial decrease until the thickness exceeds 4 km. This effect, caused by the opacity due to the atmapheric water vapor, provides approximate information as to the height to which precipitation siud ice i s being lifted in the convective cells.
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